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Expo Icon

The site chosen for the Expo is located directly
adjacent to the Fiera di Milano, the new trade fair
grounds to the north-west of Milan. The Expo has
been laid out as an island surrounded by a water canal.
Its architecture simulates that of Roman towns and is
focussed on two perpendicular axes, the World Avenue
or “Decumanus” and the “Cardo”. According to the
principle of fair play, all national pavilions give onto
the main 1.5 km long and 35 m wide boulevard.
Pavilions from the regions and provinces of Italy,
however, are located along the 325 metre long and 35
metre wide Cardo. At the crossing of both axes, a large
“Piazza Italia” is located with an area of 4,350 m². At

the northern end of the Cardo, the “Palazzo Italia” can
be found – the host country’s pavilion overlooking a
lake arena almost 100 metres in diameter. 

Italy’s pavilion as a tree nursery

for new energies

The symbol of the “Padiglione Italia” is the tree of life
– a 35 metre high tree made out of intertwined wood
and metal. The sculpture is based on Michelangelo’s
mosaic pavement drawing at the Piazza del
Campidoglio in Rome. The architect of this piece of
art is the Venetian designer and creator, Marco Balich.
Other amenities belonging to the Padiglione Italia
include the Palazzo Italia, four further buildings along
the Cardo and the lake arena. Italy is the country
hosting the Expo - naturally with the aim that all eyes
be turned towards its pavilion and ideas. The design is
really quite outstanding. A white filigree shroud
stretches out like a net over the otherwise rather solid-
looking building. The 35 metre high pavilion is made
up of the six storey “Palazzo Italia” and is the only
structure that will remain standing after the Expo. It
has a bright, futuristic design with both core themes –
tree nursery and tree of life. The tree nursery is the
place of germination for next generations, the
symbolic place for developing a green future in the
direction of respect for nature and the environment.
The tree of life is supported by five elements: water,
energy, transparency, nature and technology. 

According to Nemesi & Partners, the pavilion is
“inspired by natural architecture, within which the
ramified fabric of the building’s external “skin”
generates alternating light and shadow, fullness and
emptiness, thus creating a scenario reminiscent of the
works of the Land Art movement”. The fact that this

The Italian national pavilion at the world exhibition in Milan 

For the Expo 2015 world exhibition in Milan, the Nemesi & Partners architects
office from Rome has designed the Italian pavilion, Palazzo Italia, with a
façade which is both handsome and pragmatic. The building’s outside
resembles a petrified forest; its impressive special cement at the same time
purifies the city’s smog-contaminated air. 80% of the almost 100,000 square
metre façade was made out of recycled material and about 2,200 tonnes of
cement. On the pavilion’s roof, solar cells generate energy during the daytime. 

NEMESI & PARTNERS

The Italian Expo Pavilion with the “Tree of Life” 
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environmentally friendly design looks like a tree from
“Avatar” intensifies this feeling so much more. The
Palazzo Italia has been erected as a permanent
installation and will remain beyond the end of the
Expo. In the interior of the Palazzo Italia, the visitor
comes across the “mostra dei mercati” (market
exhibition), an interactive system, by aid of which the
large Italian fruit and vegetable markets in Florence,
Rome and Palermo can communicate with one
another. In the darkened 100 metres long room of the
Italian Society for the Blind, “Unione Italiana Ciechi”,
visitors can imagine what it is like to be blind before
they immerse themselves in the hustle and bustle of
the Vucciria from Guttuso. In the atrium, contem -
porary artwork alongside Demeter, goddess of grains
and of the harvest, underscore the relationship of
beauty and art. Palazzo Italia is the heart of the
exhibition grounds and will serve the city of Milan as
site for a cluster of innovative technologies after the
Expo. The building presents Italy as a “tree nursery of
new energies”, a place of development with a rich past
but not looking ruefully back – almost a sort of
museum of Italian strengths. 

The façade – from laboratory

to industry

Precast producer Styl-Comp and cement company
Italcementi have mutually identified as ideal partners
to take on this complex project, based on their
particular experiences and consolidated references
built in the world. Styl-Comp Group has been working
in the field of industrialized cement based architecture
since fifty years, manufacturing high-quality products,
holds numerous patents and know-how in this field,
and made numerous architectural works by use of
cementitious products and particularly by special
cements having photocatalytic properties. The natural
attitude to innovation based on Group’s construction
experience, has created a special skill in the processing
of hydraulic binders having photocatalytic properties
and manufacturing of special moulds for material
processing and production of customized precast
concrete elements. In this amazing project Styl-Comp
needed a sort of micro-cement, or mortar, which could
be cast or injected into the mould and identified the
product High Quality Surface HQS by Italcementi, as
the special high-performance mortar, photocatalytic
white cement-based with self-leveling properties and
high flexural strength, as the product suitable and in
line with the construction of Italy Palace’s branched
façade.

As in the past for many other important buildings, it
has started a fruitful exchange of know-how aimed at
optimizing a product studied in laboratory. The
industrial scalability, for example the industrialization
of the production process, has passed through the
request for changes to the material in terms of process
and engineering performances, as well as durability
and quality of its constituents. Relevant to the
industrial process, for example, are the purity of water
to be used in the mix design, the type of mixing with
methods, times and sequentiality designed to bind all
the constituent parts and to homogenize the material at
the best, as well as the methods to fill in the moulds
and the maturation of the elements. Allowing, for
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instance, an easy workability, both in preparation and
in the casting phase, and fluidity in the moulds, it
guarantees a high performance and aesthetic effect of
products’ surface finish. Styl-Comp has so designed
and invested in a concrete mixing plant of last
generation entirely devoted to biodynamic cement. It
is essentially a sophisticated evolution of the
traditional planetary mixer, with high precision dosing
systems and strict humidity control systems. This
process of adaptation and reformulation was
conducted between the parties in a healthy exchange
of independent research, practical experiences and a
variety of tests accomplished within Styl-Comp’s
factory and Italcementi’s laboratories. All this to
enable the correct execution of the architectural work
by improving the quality of the material called
biodynamic cement, and especially the final product
but also the design and construction as a whole.

Biodynamic cement: innovative

shapes and cleaner air

The entire outdoor surface and part of the interiors
consist of i.active biodynamic cement panels, obtained
using Styl-Comp technology from the new material
developed at i.lab, the heart of Italcementi's research
and innovation. The product's name is a summary of
its innovative characteristics. The “bio” component is
given by the product's photocatalytic properties,
originating from the active ingredient TX Active,
patented by Italcementi. In direct sunlight, the active
principle contained in the material “captures” certain
pollutants present in the air and converts them into
inert salts, helping to purify the atmosphere from
smog. Additionally, the mortar is made from 80%
recycled aggregates, part of which consist of scraps
from the cutting of Carrara marble, and therefore
provide a superior brilliance compared to traditional
white cements. The “dynamic” component is a specific
characteristic of the new material, whose particular
fluidity allows the creation of complex shapes like
those found in the Palazzo Italia panels. Thanks to its
high workability, i.active biodynamic is able to
penetrate in the frameworks, designed one by one and
manufactured by Styl-Comp, and form the final design
of the panel, ensuring an extraordinary surface quality.
The new material also features outstanding workability
and resistance compared to classic mortars. Its initial
fluidity is three times greater (300 mm vs 100 mm); it
is twice as resistant to compression (over 60 MPa
compared to 30 MPa of classic mortars) and twice as
resistant to flexion (over 10 MPa against 5MPa of
classic mortars). Another product feature, equally
significant for the project, is its durability; the levels
of water absorption of prefabricated elements made
with i.active biodynamic are extremely low, thanks to
its compact matrix and low porosity, and they show
significant resistance to the weather. 15 Italcementi
researchers were involved in the implementation of
this new product, dedicating a total of 12,500 hours to
research, experimental tests, laboratory tests, scaled
down applications for panel manufacturing and
staying closely in touch with the designers of Palazzo
Italia, to then get to the final formulation and to the
first panel models together with Styl Comp.
Throughout the experimental stage, Italcementi
entered a collaboration with the University of Naples
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for issues related to the product's dynamic per -
formance and with the University of Florence for
investigating its mechanical performance. The
biodynamic cement is covered by 5 patents filed
world wide.

Genisis and construction

of the petrified forest 

The design of this amazing architecture is
characterized in a strong and clear way by its branched
skin, which embraces the volumes articulating the
public and inner space. The Styl Comp Group has
been able to give shape and value to this brave skin.
Styl-Comp Group's contribution fits in line with this
type of valued innovation, on many levels, in cascade
and parallel ways: from the decisive intuition, through
the design and production up to installation. The
solution to make this façade executable and
constructible, full and rarefied at the same time, but
especially unique in its evolution and show to the
world, was to conceive the branches through
overlappings or layers. A primary and structural
repetitive layer every floor, and three architectural
exterior layers everyone different. For those panels
visible from the inside of the building, a fourth
architectural layer is added inside. These architectural
layers, all different but in a precise continuity
according to the plan conceived by Nemesis &
Partners, give life to the uniqueness of the ribs’s
scheme visible on the façade. From for the massive
basements, slightly inlaid or perforated, you climb into
a crescendo of branches not at random, up to rarefied
panels with 3/4 voids resulting from the intersection of
thin and slender branches.

Spatial design

The design mainly performed in 3D, involved an
architectural work in collaboration with the designer,
an engineering one and stress analysis all
accomplished by Catia for architectural cladding and
steel carpentry. For 9000 m² of façades with 725
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unique panels, were made a total of over 9000
drawings. The 3D design allows to steer not only the
complexity of products design but even the
manufacturing of the façades elements, the related
adjustable supporting and connection systems, and the
installation phases. The careful parameterization of the
various branches carried out by Styl-Comp led to new
aesthetic configurations in the intersection of the
various branches with variable section and inclined
plans, increasing the spatial compositional articulation
foreseen originally. In fact, the structural layer, which
binds the external architectural branches guaranteeing
the stability of each panel and at the same time the
handling and its fixing to the structure, whether c.i.p

and steel, is mostly masked by themselves and by their
natural autonomous and woven course, allowing the
panels to float freely along the façades with special
and unusual positions, many of these to solve.
After the executive verification of preliminary
engineering hypotheses, carried out by engineer
Claudio Pagani head of Styl-Comp Technical
department and structural designer of the façade,
followed various tests, internal and at certified
laboratories, in addition to a test in the wind tunnel. In
parallel was started the construction designing phase
for each single object even checked by FEM analysis.
The construction project includes, as always for
products manufactured according to drawing, also the
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design of the formworks and the molds of each
element, of the relative dedicated reinforcement and
specific connections. The latter were then produced by
Styl-Comp Group companies, BS Italia and Techne.
Special attention is also given to all the transitional
phases of the product, from production to handling,
through transport up to final installation.

Integrated production

Each panel has been modeled with specialized
software and then sent to production, using a sophis -
ticated technology to get real synthetic resin molds for
each product.
The manufacturing industrialized process created on
the basis of previous experiences, used formworks and
molds with accurate surfaces to ensure a very high
quality final appearance on all sides of the products,
which typically have dimensions of 4 meters per side
with differentiated thickness and full / empty ratios.
Formworks are vertical, horizontal, inclined or curved
with dedicated molds depending on the final shape and
position of the item on the in respect of the extension
of the required finish  In order to be able to produce
similar articulated panels, Styl-Comp requires a sort of
microcement, or a material extremely fluid and strong,
which can easily flow into the molds, and having
superior performances than traditional concrete. With
Italcementi, the two Groups have mutually identified
as ideal partners to take on this complex project, based
on their particular experiences and consolidated
references built in the world. The industrial scalability,
ie the industrialization of the production process, has
passed through the request for changes to the material
in terms of process and engineering performances, as
well as durability and quality of its constituents. This
process of adaptation and reformulation was
conducted between the parties in a healthy exchange
of independent research, practical experiences and a
variety of tests accomplished within Italcementi’s
laboratories and Styl-Comp’s factory, the latter
designed and invested in a concrete mixing plant of
last generation entirely devoted to biodynamic cement.

The concreting technology behind

the façade 

Upcrete denotes a procedure for pressure filling

enclosed formwork with concrete from beneath in an

upward flow. The procedure was developed by Ratec,

a company from Hockenheim, and makes it possible to

produce precast components with all sides smooth

from the formwork, even with complicated geometry,

right up to complete room modules in their place of

installation. The method generates outstanding surface

qualities, precisely formed element geometry without

vibration and prevents air entrainment in concrete. It is

especially tailor-made for self-compacting concrete,

can however also be employed for normal concrete

with subsequent compaction. One section of the

façade elements for the Italian Expo pavilion was

produced vertically in battery formwork using the

Upcrete procedure in order to be able to implement the

particularly filigree “twigs” in the façade.  To make

the element geometry, the customer’s polyurethane

moulds were clamped into the battery, which was then

filled from below with the concrete mixture by means

Impressions of the assembly work 
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experiences, used formworks and molds with accurate

surfaces to ensure a very high quality final appearance

on all sides of the products, which typically have

dimensions of 4 meters per side with differentiated

thickness and full / empty ratios. Formworks are

vertical, horizontal, inclined or curved with dedicated

molds depending on the final shape and position of the

item on the in respect of the extension of the required

finish  In order to be able to produce similar

articulated panels, Styl-Comp requires a sort of

microcement, or a material extremely fluid and strong,

which can easily flow into the molds, and having

superior performances than traditional concrete. With

Italcementi, the two Groups have mutually identified

as ideal partners to take on this complex project, based

on their particular experiences and consolidated

references built in the world. The industrial scalability,

ie the industrialization of the production process, has

passed through the request for changes to the material

in terms of process and engineering performances, as

well as durability and quality of its constituents. This

process of adaptation and reformulation was

conducted between the parties in a healthy exchange

of independent research, practical experiences and a

variety of tests accomplished within Italcementi’s

laboratories and Styl-Comp’s factory, the latter

designed and invested in a concrete mixing plant of

last generation entirely devoted to biodynamic cement.

Stereometric installation

Final act, but even studied from the beginning and

contained in the designing construction, the

installation of the cladding is crucial and relevant as

each previous step, having to fit a variety of objects

with diverse forms and comply with the few

millimeters joint required between the panels. And all

with the continuity of the branches that make up this

inhabited tree of life. Among the many characteristics

of this installation we like to remember the developing

and adopting of designed and dedicated lifting

equipment, given the formal complexity of many

objects and their unique position in the space as well

as new generation suspension systems for the soffits.

Examples of graphics from the 3D planning 

FEM planning Planning precast with
connections 

3D study Structural planning 

Architectural planning

of an Upcrete peristaltic pump. Filling the formwork

from beneath forces the air out of the top, optimum

distribution is guaranteed inside the formwork and air

entrainment prevented. What sounds simple has, in

fact, been the subject of continuing development since

2006 to achieve a perfect interaction between pressure

resistant formwork and pump process configuration.

The procedure permits elements to be produced with

highly complex geometry that could not be made at

all, or only in poor quality, with conventional

procedures (for example, horizontal production).

Upcrete offers completely new – hitherto unimagined

– possibilities for prefabricating concrete elements,

thus providing creative stimulus for those who will

plan and shape the building structures of the future. 

Discretized construction

Each panel has been modeled with specialized

software and then sent to production, using a

sophisticated technology to get real synthetic resin

molds for each product. The manufacturing

industrialized process created on the basis of previous
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